The Benefits of Purchasing
This booklet is designed to provide information that
may be helpful to prospective credit purchasers
and their professional advisors as they consider
Conservation Partners offers only exceptionally
high-quality land preservation tax credits
resulting from its programs that assist landowners
and their advisors through the easement donation
and/or credit registration process. For over fifteen
years, risk-conscious credit purchasers have
looked to Conservation Partners for the highest
quality credits and most efficient service.

purchasing land preservation tax credits. This
booklet does not provide legal or tax advice, and
readers should seek such advice based on their
particular circumstances from their own professional
advisors.

Our Only Business

Virginia
Land Preservation
Tax Credits
Available Through

Consulting with landowners who protect Virginia’s
remaining farms, forests, and other open spaces
and facilitating the sale of tax credits resulting
from those landowners’ donations is Conservation
Partners’ only business.

￼

Our Record
Conservation Partners will not market credits that
do not meet our Quality Standards. Only credits
marketed by Conservation Partners can claim to
have met our Quality Standards. No credit purchased
through Conservation Partners has ever been
disallowed or devalued.

Additional Information
Please contact us or visit:
www.conservationpartnersllc.com
for more information on purchasing
land preservation tax credits.
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Virginia L and Preservation Tax Credits
The Commonwealth of Virginia allows you or your business to purchase land preservation tax credits (LPCs) from Virginia landowners who have made charitable
donations of land or easements for conservation purposes. Purchasing credits can provide you with significant tax savings while encouraging conservation of Virginia
farms and other open spaces. Because of the ease of transfer and attractive discounts, LPCs have become very popular with Virginia taxpayers in recent years.

Fundamentals
The Commonwealth offers income tax credits as an incentive to encourage Virginia landowners to permanently protect
their land with conservation easements or through outright land donations. Landowners with unused credits may sell
them, generally at a discounted price, to other Virginia taxpayers who then use them to offset their own Virginia income
tax liability dollar-for-dollar. The purchaser realizes savings by purchasing credits at a discount and claiming them at
face value on the purchaser’s Virginia income tax return.
To be eligible for a Virginia land preservation tax credit, a conservation donation must satisfy various legal requirements.
In particular, the conservation easement deed must comply with complex state and federal statutes and regulations
to qualify for tax benefits, and the value of the donation must be estimated by a fully-supported appraisal prepared by
an experienced, independent appraiser in compliance with all applicable standards. Conservation easement valuation is
difficult and can be particularly problematic for all but the most expert appraisers.

Quality Standards
How we protect LPC purchasers
Conservation Partners is recognized for consistently offering only the highest quality land preservation tax credits to
risk-conscious Virginia taxpayers. In 2002, we published the first edition of our Quality Standards as a baseline for
the evaluation of LPCs before the credits are marketed and transferred to purchasers. The Standards are based on
the cumulative experience of a number of nationally recognized conservation easement and appraisal experts, and
they are periodically updated to stay current with evolving state and national “best practices.” Before any credit is
offered by Conservation Partners to potential purchasers the credit is subjected to a one-of-a-kind stringent review by
Conservation Partners’ highly experienced in-house specialists against our Quality Standards.

How to Request Credits
and Review Pricing Options
Credits may be requested easily through our secure
website at www.conservationpartnersllc.com, or you
may call us at 540-464-1899. You may also review
pricing options while completing the request form.
Once credits are purchased, Conservation Partners
manages the process to completion. We then
provide support and information until you claim your
purchased credits. We are very proud of our ability
to manage thousands of transactions efficiently and
accurately. Most of the purchasers we work with
have purchased from us for many years.

